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Who should be called a journalist, then ? Nowadays, there is no more

Nowadays, there is no more real journalism no more because everyone has now the power to take a picture or to report a news event on social networks. 
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Liza Molton 177 words insuffisant



Who should be called a journalist, then ? Nowadays, there is no more real journalism no more because everyone has Cela est erroné. La now the power to take a picture or to report a news event on social networks. Thank's to the new "Citizen journalism", information are is very profession existe toujours fast, in a few seconds a photo of the new President of the United States of America can be seen in 1 minutes all arround the world. I think journalism has to change with the new generation of communication even if today there ? is no professionalism in information because everyone can share information. What does she want to know ?? The video deals with the new information. The journalist says that there is two ways of being a journalist, the "citizen journalism /on the ground ?? reporting" and the "dinasor reporter" she asks if they're gonna going to integrate at all or if we will see a growing divide or if they gonna start adapting the technologies of citizen journalism into they're their information. The man answered that they already are adapting information Ok ensemble plutôt bien but they have to be sure of the sources they found to put citizen information compris in real journalism.
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Skill description Content Rich and varied Quite well-informed Repetitive with few ideas Commenting Connected to previous commentaries, qualified , relevant Often connected, qualified and relevant Disconnected, not often qualified or relevant Opinion structures Varied Repetitive Almost none General language Correct + varied structures and vocab. Acceptable, quite varied Incorrect, basic structures and vocabulary
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-



2-3 pts 1 pts



8/20 Très peu de contenu : 177 mots.
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facebook or twitter ,the only problem is that one can not know the real value of what is said not everyone can be a journalist i mean it requests special skills and ...
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Who should be called a journalist, then ? @ LizaM, What you say is 

To Alice and Soledad,. From my views you are both right expressing your opinions.= vous avez raison d'exprimer votre opinion. However, one the cartoon's ...
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Who should be called a journalist, then ? When you're a journalist you 

As first sight citizen journalism it's is an evolution of journalism thanks to the new medium of technology.The concept is based upon public citizens'playing.
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After reading these comments, one thing comes to my mind. To In my opinion, dissociating journalism and participatory journalism would be a good thing.
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